
A-PEX Sport
Rotary Moulder

Compact  High Performance  Exceptional Handling  Smooth Gear Changes

British Engineering 
for a Better Biscuit

After 150 years of engineering rotary  moulders, we decided to inject some style and class into our 
latest design.  It embodies all of the above characteristics, so we called it the APEX Sport.  Not your 

typical food machinery name – but this is not your typical machine.

Great moulders balance the demands of extraction and release so that complex product designs 
can be extracted from the mould, and then released at the transfer nosepiece.  This requires a 

flexible dashboard of parameters and features.

sales@spoonervicars.com



Compact Moulder
Where space and budget are at a premium, you can go for the Compact Moulder, with all the benefits of 

Spooner Vicars experience and flexibility packed into a super small footprint.
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 Machine widths available from 800 to   
   1800mm.

 Speeds up to 40 m/min.

 Enhanced design allows open access for 
    cleaning and fast product change-over

 Touch screen interface with semi or fully  
    automatic control.

 Fast extraction belt change.

 Radial scraper assembly improves weight 
    accuracy, minimising product give away.

The highly flexible APEX Sport can handle the widest range of doughs, 
from highly detailed surface designs, to deep-moulded shortcakes with 
fruit inclusions. The low profile allows this moulder to fit easily into a 
multi-purpose sheeting and moulding line.

  Independent VFD drives for the feed roll and            
     the moulding roll
  Independent VFD drive for the extraction web
  Clever web circuitry to maximise wrap and 
     tension around the moulding roll
  Adjustable extraction slope

  Rapid die roll change
  Heavy duty mechanical fulcrum pressure  
     system for rubber roller
  Side to side adjustment of extraction 
     pressure
  Adjustable pneumatic web tension

Features
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